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Abstract 
Let I/I~(u) be the probability of ruin for a risk process which has initial reserve u and evolves in 
a finite Markovian environment E with initial state i. Then the arrival intensity is /Ij and 
the claim size distribution is Bj when the environment is in state jc E. Assuming that 
there is a subset of E for which the Bj satisfy, as x + co that 1 - Bj(x) _ bj(l - H(x)); i.e. 
(1 - Bj(x))/( 1 - H(x)) + bj E (0, cc ), for some probability distribution H whose tail is a subex- 
ponential density, and 1 - Bj(x) = o(1 - H(x)) for the remaining Bj, it is shown that 
$it”) - ci j.” (1 - H(x))d x f or some explicit constant ci. By time-reversion, similar results hold 
for the tail of the waiting time in a Markov-modulated M/G/l queue whenever the service times 
satisfy similar conditions. 
Keywords: Risk process; Markov process; Asymptotic ruin probability; Non-Cram& case; 
Subexponential distributions 
1. Introduction 
This paper is concerned with risk theory subject to a combination of two features 
which repeatedly have been argued to be relevant in practical applications, namely, 
Markov modulation and claim size distributions with heavy tails. 
Markov modulation means that the risk process is not time-homogeneous, but 
evolves in an environment given by a Markov process {Jt}O I t < Ix: with a finite state 
space E in the way that the arrival intensity is pi when J, = i, that (positive) claims 
arriving when J, = i have distribution Bi, and that the premium rate when J, = i is pi. 
We let N, denote the number of claims up to time t (thus {N,} is a Cox process with 
underlying intensity process { pJ,> (Grandell, 1990) define the claim surplus process 
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N, 
St = C vi - ’ pJ,,du, 
i=l s 0 
and let further r(u) = inf {t 2 0: S, > u}, M = supt 2 0 S,. The ruin probability with 
initial environment i and initial reserve u is then 
ICKY = ~i(Z(U) < CO) = ~i(M > u), 
We shall assume throughout that pi = 1; this is no restriction when studying 
infinite-horizon ruin probabilities, cf. the operational time argument given by Asmus- 
sen (1992). The model has been studied by Janssen (1980), Janssen and Reinhard 
(1985), Reinhard (1984) Asmussen (1989, 1992), Bjiirk and Grandell (1988) Grandell 
(1990), Asmussen and Rolski (1991, 1993) Embrechts et al. (1993), and a number of 
examples and motivations are given in these references. 
Two of the most satisfying results in the theory appear to be the analogue 
(1.1) 
of the Cramer-Lundberg approximation given by Asmussen (1989), which requires 
exponentially decaying tails of the Bi, and the algorithm of Asmussen and Rolski 
(1991) for computing the exact value of $i(~) when all Bi are of phase type. However, 
even though phase-type distributions form a dense class (in the sense of weak 
convergence of distributions), they all have exponentially decaying tails as well. Thus, 
Asmussen (1989) and Asmussen and Rolski (1991) fail to capture the second main 
feature considered in this paper, namely, that of heavy tails like for the lognormal, the 
Pareto or the loggamma distributions. Letting G(u) = SU” G(dy) denote the tail of 
a measure G, pB the mean of the claim size distribution B and B,(dx) = B(u)/pLB, the 
stationary excess life distribution familiar from renewal theory, the classical result 
for the compound Poisson model (with no Markov modulation) in this setting states 
that 
64u) - CBo(4, (1.2) 
where C is a constant to be given later (von Bahr, 1975; Embrechts and Veraverbeke, 
1982; Embrechts and Villaseiior, 1988; Kltippelberg, 1989). Further discussion of the 
relevance of heavy-tail conditions can also be found in these references. The precise 
condition for (1.2) is subexponentiality of Bo, . indeed (1.2) holds exactly for every 
subexponential distribution Bo. 
The purpose of the present paper is to establish a version of (1.2) subject to Markov 
modulation. In Section 2, we give a proof of (1.2) for the classical case, which serves as 
skeleton for the Markov modulated case as well. Section 3 gives the necessary 
preliminaries on risk processes in a Markovian environment. Our main results are 
stated and proved in Section 4 and finally, Section 5 contains some concluding 
remarks. 
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2. The classical case 
As a preparation for the rest of the paper, it is instructive to give a short proof of 
(1.2) for the classical case, which is based upon the Pollazcek-Khintchine (PK) 
formula 
rl/(u) = (1 - P) f P”B,*“(4> (2.1) 
n=O 
where p = fipB. (Eq. (2.1) is probabilistically obvious once it is recognized that pB is 
the ascending ladder height distribution of the claim surplus process.) 
Recall that a distribution G is called subexponential, we write GEY, if 
G*‘(u)/G(u)+ 2, u + co. See e.g. Athreya and Ney (1972, pp. 147-150), where the 
following fundamental properties of subexponential distributions also can be found. 
Lemma 2.1. Zf GE 9, then 
(a) G*“(u)/G(u) + n as u --* co,for all nE FV 
(b) For each E > 0 there exists some D < GO such that G*“(u) < D( 1 + .s)“G(u)for all 
u and n. 
Now assume that B, EY’. Assuming further a positive safety loading, we have 
p < 1 and can choose E > 0 such that 6 = p( 1 + E) < 1. For G = B0 in Lemma 2.1 and 
using D 1,” 6” as majorant, it follows by dominated convergence and the PK formula 
that 
= (1 - p) f p”n = P 
n=O 1 -p’ 
and the proof of (1.2) is complete. 
It should be noted that it is not trivial to verify that B0 E Y. In Kliippelberg (1988) 
a class Y* of distributions whose tails are subexponential densities has been introduc- 
ed. Define GE Y * if 
Then BEY* implies that B, is subexponential, and (1.2) takes the form 
(2.2) 
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Simple sufficient conditions for BEY* can be found in Kltippelberg (1989) together 
with explicit calculations of the form $(u) for several examples for B including the 
lognormal, Pareto, and certain Weibull distributions. 
3. Some preliminaries 
We now turn to the case of a Markovian environment. 
The intensity matrix governing the environmental process {Jt} is denoted by 
n = (/lij)i, jeE and its stationary limiting distribution by n; here K exists whenever ,4 is 
irreducible, which is assumed throughout, and can be computed as the positive 
solution of Im = 0, 7re = 1 where e is the column vector with all entries equal to 1. The 
appropriate condition ensuring a positive safety loading is then 
P = 1 nibiPB, < l 
isE 
(3.1) 
(p is the overall average amount of claims per unit time), which is assumed through- 
out. 
The remaining material of this section is a summary of Asmussen (1991) (see also 
Asmussen, 1992), with a few notational changes due to an extra time-reversal arising 
in the queueing setting of Asmussen (1991). The proofs are omitted, with the exception 
of the generalization of the PK formula (3.2) which is crucial here as well. Define the 
ladder epoch r+ by r+ = 7(O) = inf{t: S, > 0}, let Gij(A) = p(S,+ EA, J,+ = j) and let 
G be the measure-valued matrix with ijth element Gij(. ). For such matrices, we define 
the convolution operation by the same rule as for multiplication of real-valued 
matrices, only with the product of real numbers replaced by convolution of measures. 
Then, e.g. G *2 is the matrix whose 4th element is 
kFE Gik(. )* Gkj(. ). 
Also, 11 G I/ denotes the matrix with ijth element 
m IIGij(~)II = s Gij(dx). 0 
Let further R denote the pre-7, occupation kernel 
s T+ Rij(A) = IEi I(S,EA, J, = j)dt, 0 
and S(dx) the measure-valued diagonal matrix with BiBi as ith diagonal element. 
Finally, write ei for the ith unit vector. 
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Proposition 3.1. (a) The ruin probability with initial environment i E E is given by 
pi = Pi(M > U) = ef .go c*n(U)(Z- 11 Gll)e. 
(b) G(y) = j”, R(dx)S((y - x,ar,)). That &for i,jEE, 
(3.2) 
s 0 cij(Y) = Rij(dX)BjBj(Y - X) -co (3.3) 
Proof of (a). The probability that there are n proper ladder steps not exceeding u and 
that the environment is j at the nth when we start from i is elG*“(u)ej, and the 
probability that there are no further ladder steps starting from environment j is 
ej(Z - 11 G il)e. From this, (3.2) follows by summing over n and j. 0 
To make Proposition 3.1 useful, a crucial step of Asmussen (1991) is to bring R and 
G on a more explicit form. To this end, we need to invoke the time-reversed version 
(J:} of {Jt}; the intensity matrix A* has ijth element 11,; = (71j/71i)~ij. We let {SF} be 
defined as {S,}, only with {Jr} replaced by {JT} (the pi and Bi are the same). Then 
a key step in the proof of Proposition 3.3 below is the duality formula 
Pj(J, = i, S,EA) = (7(i/7cj)Pi(J: = j, SF E A). (3.4) 
Let further {m,} be the E-valued process obtained by observing (5:) only when {SF} 
is at a minimum value. That is, m, = j when for some (necessarily unique) t we have 
SF = -.x, J: = j, SF < S: for u < t. It is then immediate that {m,} is a non-termina- 
ting Markov process on E, hence uniquely specified by its intensity matrix Q (say). 
Proposition 3.2. Q satisjies the non-linear matrix equation Q = (p(Q) where 
(P(Q) = n - (Pi)diag +s m S(dx)eQx. 0 
Furthermore, the sequence (Q’“‘} de$ned by Q’“’ = ,4 - (fii)diag, Q”‘+ ‘) = (p(Q”“) 
converges monotonically to Q. 
Note that the integral in the definition of (p(Q) is the matrix whose ith row is the ith 
row of 
pii?i[Q] = j3i Oc eQxBi(dx). s 0 
Define a further kernel U by 
Uij(A) = 
s 
Pi(m, = j)dx = 
s 
e,! e Qx ej dx 
-A -A 
(3.5) 
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(note that we use --A = {x: -x E A} on the r.h.s. of the definition to make U be 
concentrated on (- 00, 0)). 
Proposition 3.3. Rij(A) = (7Tj/7Ci) Uji(A). 
Finally, it is convenient to rewrite the above results in terms of 
K = d-i Q’d, where zl is the diagonal matrix with 1c on the diagonal. 
Corollary 3.1. (a) R(dx) = e -Kxdx, x I 0; 
(b) for z 2 0, G(z) = f,” eKxS(z + x)dx; 
(c) the matrix K satisfies the non-linear matrix equation K = q(K) where 
V(K) = /f * - (PiLag + 
s 
m e Kx S(dx); 
0 
the matrix 
(d) the sequence (KC”)} de$ned by K(O) = A* - (j3i)diag, K(“+l) = cp(K”“) conoerges 
monotonically to K. 
From Qe = 0, it is readily checked that x is a left eigenvector of K corresponding to 
the eigenvalue 0 (when p < l), and we let k be the corresponding right eigenvector 
normalized by nk = 1. Further define L = (kn - K)- ‘. The following formula of 
Asmussen (1991) is crucial for evaluating the constants in our main results: 
Z- II cl/ = kn - k(PiniPB,)row - LA. (3.6) 
4. Main results 
For simplicity, we first consider the case where the claim size distribution Bi = B 
does not depend on the environment J, = i. Write v(u) for the column vector 
(tii(U))icE. 
Theorem 4.1. Assume that Bi = BE Y* for all i E E. Then v(u) - a sum B(x) dx where 
a = (I - 11 Gil)- ‘Ae and A is the matrix with ijth element aij = ki/?jRj. 
In Kltippelberg (1988) it has been shown that BEY* implies that 
B(x - y)/B(x) + 1 as x + cc for all y E R; we denote this class of distributions by 2’. 
Notice that BE 2 is equivalent to Bo In E SV where SV denotes the set of slowly 
varying functions. 
For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we need two lemmas. 
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Lemma 4.1. If Bj E 9 for all j E E, then 
Gij(y) N pjki7cj 
s 
m Bj(x) dx, Y + KJ. 
Y 
Proof. By Perron-Frobenius theory, we can write eKx = kn + e-““M(x) where i > 0 
and the elements mij(X) of M(x) are bounded uniformly in x, i, j. Hence by Corollary 
3.1, 
Cij(y) = fij 
s 
O” el eKxejBj(x + y)dx 
0 





Bj(x)dx + PjO(l)eAY 
s 
e ““Bj(x) dx. 
Y Y 
Since Bjo In ESV, Karamata’s theorem (see e.g. Bingham et al., 1987, Proposition 
1.510) implies that 
s cc eAy e-'"Bj(x) dx - Bj(y)/l, Y + CO. Y 
Furthermore, by Proposition 1.5.9(b) of Bingham et al. (1987), Bj(y) = o(~~~ Bj(x)dx) 
which proves the assertion. 0 
Lemma 4.2. Let H, HI, . . . . H,,, be probability distributions such that Ci,(u) - cjf?(u) as 
u+aforcj>O,j= l,..., m. IfH~Ythen 
(a) For all k,,...,k,EN, 
moreover, 
HTk’ * ... * Hzk”(u) - f kjcjI?(u), U--rcC. 
j=l 
(b) For each E > 0 there exists some constant K, < 00 such that 
Hrkl* ... * Hzkm(u) 5 K,(l + ,~)~l+..‘+~mfl(u) 
for all u 2 0 and kI,...,k,. 
Proof. (a) is a consequence of Theorem 1 of Cline (1986). To prove (b) we extend the 
corresponding result of Athreya and Ney (1972). Set C = max(1, cr, . . . . c,) and 
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dj:= Cj/C I 1 forj = 1, . . . . m, do := 1. Furthermore define 
H,(u) := min{l, CH(u)} for all u 2 0, 
then also Ho E Y and 
Hi z djH,(u), u ~ n3. 
Now for E > 0 arbitrary, choose v > 0 fixed such that 
dj - i I Hj(U)/Ho(U) I (1 + s/2) for all u 2 V, j = 1, . . ..m 
and u0 > 2v such that CZ?(u,) I 1 and for all u > u0 and i, j = 0, 1, . . . ,m 
s ’ Hj(U - Y) 0 Hj(") dHi(y) 2 1 - s/‘(8dz) 
(use Hj E _Y), and (use (a)) 
Hi * Hj(u) I (di + dj + ~/4)Ho(u). 
First we prove the result for two distributions, say H, and Hz. Write 
s 
u-,x 





~)dH,(y) + ~,(v)fl,(u - 4. 
Then for u 2 u,, > 2v we obtain 
s 
U L’ 
H,(u - y)dH,(y) + H,(v)%(u - u) 
0 
L1 
= HI * H2(u) - 
s 
fl2@4 - Y) dH1 (Y) 
0 
I ((d, + d2 + s/4) - (1 - &/(8d,))(d, - E/~?)&,(U) 
I (d, + E/~)&,(U) I (1 + ~/2)IjO(u). 








ir,(u - v) 
U 2 U0 Ho(u) I( 1 
1 + ; Ho(U). 
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For u < u0 we obtain 
Hl * H2@) < _ 1 





H(Q) ’ 8 us:Yo 
KG-0) >l 
I m4 ’ 
then for all u 2 0 we have 
H, *H&7(u) I K,(l + &)2CH(U). 
(4.2) 
We apply this result to the convolution of three distributions and obtain for u < u0 the 
same upper bound as in (4.1). For u 2 u0 we use (4.3) together with (4.1) which holds 
for all Hi, Hj, i,jE{O, l,..., m}. 
HI *H,*H,(u) 
s u-1) = HI * ff2(u - y)dH,(y) 0 
s ” + E;i,(u - y)dHI *H,(y) + H, * H&)H& - 0) 0 
&,(u - y)dH,(y) + I%,(u)H,(u - u) + Ei,(u - u) 
<K,(l +# l+” H(u)+ l+E q%(a) 
( 2) a ( 2) 
I K,(l + E)2 {(1 +;)+q]fl&) 
= K,(l + &)3Cfl(U). 
Absorbing C into K,, this implies (b) by iteration. 0 
Lemma 4.3. Let H = (Hij)i,jsE be a matrix of non-negative measures such that 11 H/I is 
substochastic (the spectral radius is < 1). If there exists some probability distribution 
HE 9’ such that Hij(x) - IijH(x) as x + CO for some matrix L = (lij), then 
f H*“(x)-(Z- lIHII)-‘L(Z- IIHIl)-‘H(x). 
n=O 
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Proof. Applying Lemma 4.2 to the family {Hij/II Hijll}i,jeE of probability distribu- 
tions, we obtain 
Hi,. i, *.~.*H;~-I,;,(x)N IIHi,,iJ ..’ IIHi.-,,i.Il(~~o,i, + ... + C_,,i,)H(x) 
where If, j = lij/ I/ Hij I/, cf. Lemma 4.1 (a). Summing over ir, . ., i, 1 and rewriting in 
matrix notation. this means that 
H*“(x)- (Lllf4l”-’ + IlHlILIlH11”~2 + ‘.. + IlHlI”-‘L)H(x). 
Thus formally we get 
f H*“(x)- f lIf.Ilku~ll’~(4 
n=O k,l=O 
= v- IIfur’~(~- lI~ll)-‘~(x), 
and all that remains to show is that it is permissible to interchange the summation and 
the limit x + co. This follows by noting that since H is substochastic, we can choose 
E > 0 such that the spectral radius of (1 + F)H is less than 1 and can use dominated 
convergence (based upon Lemma 4.2) in a similar way as in Section 2. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Combine Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3 with the PK formula (3.2). 0 
Now consider the more general case where we can split E into two sets E(l), EC2’ 
such that 
Bj(X) - bjH(X), Jo E”‘, Bj(X) = O(H(X)), je EC2’, x + a (4.4) 
where HEY* and bj > 0. That is, the risk in the environmental states in EC” 
dominates the risk corresponding to states in E”‘. 
Write G = G(l) + Gc2), where G(l) 1s the matrix obtained from G by replacing the 
jth column by zeroes for all Jo E (I’; let G(*’ be defined similarly. 
Theorem 4.2. Assume that (4.4) holds with HEY*. Then 




where the matrix AC4’ is dejined by successively letting 
A;;’ zz 
i 
~ibjpjkj, jE Et”, 
0 je EC2’, 
Ac2’ = (Z- l/G’2’/l)m1A(1’, 
1) ZZ”’ /I = (I - /I GC2’ iI)- 1 /I G”’ 11, 
AC3’ = (I - 11 ZZC2’ 1) )- 1 A”‘(Z - 11 H”’ II)- ‘, 
AC4’ = AC3’(Z- ~IGC2’~~)~‘(Z- IIGII). 
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Again, we need some lemmas. Define 
H(l) = f G(2)*“, H(2) = H(l)* G’” 
, 
n=O n=O 
(note that this is compatible with the definition of /I H”’ 11 in Theorem 4.2). 
Lemma 4.4. C,“= o G*” = fP3’. 
Proof. Obviously, I,“=, G *” is the (matrix) renewal measure of the ascending ladder 
heights. Consider any particular ladder height, say corresponding to m ladder steps. 
The m steps can be divided into blocks, the first block being terminated by a ladder 
step of type 1 (occurring in an environmental state in E(l)), the second by the next 
ladder step of type 1, and the last, say the kth, being defined as the final run of ladder 
steps of type 2. That is, we write G*m as 
d, + Lk dx 
r , I , r , r , 
G(2) * . *G(Z)* G(l) * G(2) * ... * ~2’ * G’” * . . .+ (32’ * . * Q2’ * G’” * GC2’ * ... * G’*’ 
rw vv 
Note that the possibility that the final ladder step is of type 1 is covered by allowing 
d, = 0, and of course also di may be 0 for some or more i < k. If we allow m to vary (to 
remove the bounds on k and the di imposed by a fixed value of m), the convolution 
inside each of the blocks 1, . . . , k - 1 is H@), and the convolution inside block k is H(l). 
From this, the result follows by noting that k is arbitrary. 0 
For a more formal calculation, see Floe Henriksen (1992, pp. 62-63). 
Lemma 4.5 (Embrechts et al., 1979, Proposition l(a)). Zf F,, F2 are probability 
distributions such that F1 ~9 and F,(x) = o(F,(x)) us X-P co then F1 * F,(x) - F,(x). 
Lemma 4.6. Let H = (Hij)i,jeE be u matrix of non-negative measures such thut 11 HII is 
substochastic. If there exists some probability distribution HEY such that 
Hii = o(H(x)) us x -+ co, then I,“= 1 H*“(x) = o(I?(x)) us well. 
Proof. Define Hi:(x) = max{G&c), IijH(X)}. By choosing the lij small enough, H# 
becomes substochastic. Also, obviously 
f H*“(x) I f H#*“* H(x). (4.5) 
n=l I!=1 
By Lemma 4.3, I,“=, H#‘“(x) is asymptotically proportional to H#(x). Applying 
Lemma 4.5 entrywise to the r.h.s. of (4.5) the conclusion follows. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 4.2. By the same calculation as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, it follows 
that 
co ~ij(x) - BjhjkiXj s H(u)du, j~E’i’, x 
Gij(X)=O( Jxx Z?(n)dn), jEEt2). 
In particular, by Lemma 4.6, it follows that 
H”‘(x) = o( jxa ,_(u)du). 
Hence applying Lemma 4.5 coordinatewise and noting that 11 H(l) I/ = (I - 11 Gt2’ II)- i, 
we obtain 
s x p’(x) rr /4 (2) Z?(u) du. x 
Furthermore, ZZ2’ is substochastic, being the kernel corresponding to the first ladder 
height of type 1. Hence by Lemma 4.3, 





Finally, applying Lemma 4.5 coordinatewise once more, we obtain 
= ZZc3’(x) - Ac3'(Z - 11 Gc2’ II)-’ s Z?(u) du, x 
and using finally the PK formula (3.2) and Lemma 4.4, the proof is complete. 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
For light-tailed distributions, Markov modulation typically decreases the adjust- 
ment coefficient y (cf. (1.1)) and thereby changes the order of magnitude of the ruin 
probabilities for large u. The precise comparison is in terms of a standard compound 
Poisson risk process having Poisson rate /I* and claim size distribution B* obtained 
by suitably weighting the fii, Bi: 
P* = C niBi> 
itE 
B* = c +, 
isE 
(see the discussion by Asmussen and Rolski, 1993). It follows from Theorem 4.1 that 
the effect of Markov modulation is in some sense less dramatic for heavy-tailed 
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distributions: the order of magnitude of the ruin probabilities remains sum B*(x)dx, 
though possibly some or all of the constants aij may be much larger than for the 
weighted standard model. 
Within the class of risk processes in a Markovian environment, Theorem 4.2 shows 
that basically only the tail dominant claim size distributions (those in E(l)) matter for 
determining the order of magnitude of the ruin probabilities in the heavy-tailed case. 
In contrast, for light-tailed distributions the value of the adjustment coefficient 7 is 
given by a delicate interaction between all Bi. 
In a Markov modulated M/G/l queue where the environmental process is the 
time-reversed version {Jf*} of {Jt} and Bi is the service time distribution of a customer 
arriving when .Jp = i, one has (Asmussen (1989) or better Asmussen (1992)) 
i/ii(u) = k P(V > 0, J* = i), (5.1) 
L 
Bi 
[FD(W>u, I* = i)=xj,rxj~jP(V>~, J* = i). (5.2) 
where K is the virtual waiting time at time t, (L’, J*) the steady-state limit of (v:, .I:), 
W, the actual waiting time of the nth customer, I,* the state of {J1} at his arrival and 
( W, I *) the steady-state limit of (W,, I,*). By means of these formulae, our results also 
apply to Markov modulated M/G/l queues with heavy-tailed service time distribu- 
tions. For simple M/G/l queues, similar results are given in Cohen (1982) under 
conditions on regular variation; we are not aware of discussion of subexponential 
distributions in the queueing literature (however, Embrechts and Veraverbeke (1982) 
applies to the GI/G/l queue as well). 
From a computational point of view, the main step in the implementation of our 
results is the iterative solution of K = 4(K), where in turn the most demanding step is 
to compute the B^i[K]. For light-tailed distributions, the standard series expansion of 
the matrix-exponential function leads to the formula 
(5.3) 
where ,&“’ is the nth moment of B. However, in the heavy-tailed case the convergence 
of the series presents a problem, not only in cases like the Pareto or loggamma 
distributions, where not all moments are finite, but also, for example, for the lognor- 
ma1 distribution, where all moments are finite and analytically available, but the 
distribution is not uniquely defined by its moments (Feller, 1971). 
A different and more widely adopted method for computing matrix exponentials is 
uniformization. Implemented in the present context, this means that we choose an 
u] such that q is an upper bound on the absolute value of the entries of K. Then 
(5.4) 
4; S. Asmussen et al.lStochastic ProcesL-~ and their Applications 54 (1994) 29-43 
n 
C” = +Jne -vu = !cB’“‘[_17,. 
n! 
Note that in the iteration scheme, K = KC”) where KC”) = d - ’ Q(“)‘d for some subin- 
tensity matrix Q (“) Thus the spectral radius of I + K’“‘/~ is I 1 so that the conver- .
gence of the series in (5.4’) does not present a problem even in the heavy-tailed case. 
Alternatively, one could diagonalize K, 
K= A-‘(Si)diagA * B[K] = A-‘(B^[si])diagA. 
A difficulty associated with all of these methods is that fi is not available in closed 
form in the standard examples of heavy-tailed distributions (see, however, Abate et al. 
(1993) where a class of distributions with Pareto-like tail was introduced to overcome 
this problem). Thus, one would typically need to resort to numerical integration for 
computing B[s], I?(“‘[ -q] or B^[K] by numerical integration, giving due attention to 
the fact that the upper truncation limit for the integral may need to be very large in the 
heavy-tailed case. For 6[K], an alternative to diagonalization may be to evaluate the 
e Kx as solutions of linear differential equations. 
For some further aspects of the computation of matrix-valued m.g.f.‘s, see Sengupta 
(1989). A standard general reference on matrix exponentials is of Moler and Van Loan 
(1978). 
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